Pliés

Buildings dancing hand in hand is the best description for my design in the 2nd semester. My design consists of a group of high rise buildings that are closely-packed together. As most of the buildings are in different shapes and they are bending in different angles and outwards from each other, the set of buildings as a whole creates a really distinctive area. With such a unique form and closely-packed buildings, the bridges that connect all the buildings add an artistic touch to the whole design. The bridges also establish a real connection within the buildings, allowing good communication among the buildings which helps to create a feeling of unity and harmony. Besides, the closely-packed buildings also form an outstanding street system and create a wonderful shade during daytime. The elevators are located inside the buildings, the elevators are at different positions each floor. The elevator not only provide disable access throughout the whole building, but also act as a structural element that helps the buildings stand, and will not collapse. As the bended buildings are like dancers dancing gracefully together and the bridges resemble the hands of the dancers, the buildings as a whole are like dancers dancing hand in hand. It creates a cheerful atmosphere which symbolizes peace and harmony.